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Abstract
Modern operating rooms (OR) undergo a constant rise in the amount and
complexity of technical systems. Due to a lack of inter-device communication and
integration, each device works stand-alone resulting in redundant sensors, input
devices, monitors and—last but not least—crowded ORs and error prone humanmachine-interaction. Therefore, various manufacturers such as Brainlab and Karl Storz
provide proprietary integrated workstations. However, those “monolithic” solutions
restrict the flexibility of the users and the clinical operators regarding integration of
innovative third party devices.
In view of this, the OR.NET initiative (www.ornet.org) strives to develop
international open standards for secure dynamic networks of medical devices in ORs. In
the scope of the OR.NET project, based on service oriented architecture (SOA), the
SDC (Service-oriented Device Connectivity) approach is currently in the process of
standardization under IEEE 11073 to link medical devices in the OR (short
OR.NETwork). It paves the way to interoperability between various medical devices
due to its independence of license holders.
However, the SDC network does not suit real time (RT) requirements of a
deterministic data transmission and low maximum latency, e.g. for robotic applications.
This paper shows an approach to extend the secure dynamic OR by a real-time capable
network to allow the integration of robotic systems. Exemplarily, this paper outlines an
orthopaedic robotic system that is released by a universal configurable footswitch. This
significantly extends the scope of applications for integrated ORs with the IEEE 11073
standard.
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1 Introduction
Modern operating rooms (OR) undergo a constant rise in the amount and complexity of technical
systems. Due to a lack of inter-device communication and integration, each device works stand-alone
resulting in redundant sensors, input devices, monitors and—last but not least—crowded ORs and
error prone human-machine-interaction. Therefore, various manufacturers such as Brainlab and Karl
Storz provide proprietary integrated workstations (Ibach 2006). However, those “monolithic”
solutions restrict the flexibility of the users and the clinical operators regarding the integration of
innovative third party devices. In view of this, the OR.NET initiative (www.ornet.org) strives to
develop international open standards for secure dynamic networks of medical devices in ORs
(Kasparick 2015).
In the scope of the OR.NET project, based on service oriented architecture (SOA), the SDC
(Service-oriented Device Connectivity) approach is currently in the process of standardization under
IEEE 11073 to link medical devices in the OR (short OR.NETwork). It paves the way to
interoperability between various medical devices due to its independence of license holders. This
highly flexible network standard incorporates plug-and-play, scalability, interoperability, reusability,
and represents an innovative basis for safe, secure and open networks of modular medical devices in
the operating room.
However, the SDC network does not suit real time (RT) requirements of a deterministic data
transmission and low maximum latency, e.g. for robotic applications. Whereas this may also hold for
other devices such as powertools or footswitches, RT requirements for robot motion control using
external (OR.NETwork based) position data certainly induces most severe constraints. In a SOA
based integrated modular network supporting data exchange between service providers and service
consumers, e.g. a central integrated tracking system could provide dynamic position data as a service
provider to different systems and applications (service consumers) in the OR. Whereas a central
tracking server based on non-RT web services could be sufficient for registration or even freehand
navigation apps (Ibach 2009), this would not be an adequate solution for RT robotic motion control
(Benzko 2010). Therefore, we followed the approach to use EtherCAT, nowadays already offered as a
standard port by many commercial motion controllers. This contribution proposes the approach to use
the latest generation of high-speed optical tracking systems such as the fusionTrack 500 (Atracsys
LLC, Puidoux, CH) as a central integrated tracking device in an OR.NETwork and EtherCAT based
RT communication for robot motion control.

2 Proposed Approach
The main objective of our work is to integrate the modular mini-robot for minimal invasive
orthopaedic surgery (MINARO), developed at the Chair of Medical Engineering at the RWTH
Aachen University (Niggemeyer 2012). Modular mechanics and control architecture of the MINARO
system enable an adaptation of the workspace and performance of the modular robot system to the
application specific needs. Depending on the application scenario, even the medical staff could
configure the autoclavable robotic system prior to the intervention. Due to the OR.NETwork, the
surgical central workstation can be used as human-computer-interface to display and interact with
related planning, registration and navigation information of the MINARO system and it can provide
all relevant interfaces for retrieval and storage of images and documentation to the clinical PACS and
HIS systems.
For a closed loop robot control, input from various sensors like high-speed optical tracking,
inertial sensors, and robot axis encoders have to be processed and matched with the target robot
position as well as the planned trajectory. Sensor data must be transmitted and processed with a high
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temporal resolution and low network latencies and jitter. Based on those requirements, the
architecture as presented in Figure 1 was designed. A connector is under development to connect the
real-time EtherCAT network with non-real-time SDC networks in the overall OR.NET architecture.

Figure 1: Initial (parallel EtherCAT network) of an integrated surgical workstation and OR.NETwork
incorporating RT capabilities.

Some devices, such as footswitches, are connected to both networks, the real-time EtherCAT as
well as the non-real-time SDC. E.g., in case of a robotic removal of the femoral bone cement in
revision total hip replacement (Niggemeyer 2012), real-time capability of the footswitch is used to
enable the surgeon to stop and restart the robotic milling process anytime. In contrast, the SDC
connection is used e.g. to change the configuration of the programmable footswitch depending on the
sequence of intervention (e.g., the same footswitch may be used for the interaction with the navigation
system - e.g., for registration-, the C-Arm or US imaging etc.). The configuration can be performed on
the surgical workstation as seen in Figure 2, based on previous works from Dell’Anna 2016.

Figure 2: Configuration of the universal footswitch on the Surgical Workstation.
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3 Outlook
As shown in this paper, the safe, secure and dynamic OR.NETwork can be extended by an
RT network to allow the integration of robotic systems using central services, e.g. from an integrated
high-speed tracking system or a universal footswitch unit. This significantly extends the scope of
applications for integrated ORs with the proposed IEEE 11073 standards (Benzko 2010). However,
this approach introduces a second, parallel network which increases the amount of cables in the OR
and accordingly complexity. Therefore, the same physical layer shall be used for the present SDC
network and real-time traffic (RT-SDC in Figure 1) in its final implementation (Cucinotta 2009). The
evaluation of this approach and the related extension of the IEEE 11073 standard family to
incorporate RT capability are major aspects of our ongoing work.
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